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ABSTRACT 
The “Natural Programming” group has been working for 15 
years on making it easier for all kinds of programmers to be 
creative when writing software. Recently, one focus has 
been enabling “end-user programmers” (EUPs) such as 
interaction designers to more easily author interactive be-
haviors for the web. In a separate project, we are adding 
features to a code editor to support “backtracking” — un-
doing operations to partially or fully restore the code to a 
previous state — since creative exploration usually involves 
both moving forward to new designs and going backwards 
to retract some or all of the design that is not desired. In all 
of these projects, we seek to measure both the usability of 
our tools, and their effectiveness at fostering creativity.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Buxton quotes Linus Pauling as having said: “The best way 
to have a good idea is to have lots of ideas” [4, p. 121]. De-
sign education places much emphasis on this strategy [6] 
and research suggests that exploring multiple ideas helps 
improve creativity [2, 8]. Moreover, creativity theory sug-
gests the need to produce a plethora of ideas in order to 
arrive at the creative ones, a concept called ideational flu-
ency [13]. Donald Schön, one of the most influential design 
theorists [11], characterizes the creative process as a con-
versation with materials [32]. In this conversation, design-
ers advance the work by reflecting both in and on their ac-

tions, and by engaging with materials that specifically sup-
port conceiving and refining ideas as well as with the target 
material a product will be made out of. Designers reflect in 
action by evaluating and experimenting with what they are 
working on while they are working on it. A similar observa-
tion was made by Rosson & Carroll when studying Small-
talk programmers: a key way in which programmers create 
programs is to write some code, see if it does what is de-
sired, and if not, entirely or selectively remove part of what 
they have created; a process they call “debugging into exis-
tence” [31]. When the process of trying out designs is em-
bodied in writing software, it has been called exploratory 
programming [33] or opportunistic programming [3]. Such 
explorations require both forward and backward moves: 
forward to create new software, and backwards so the code 
returns at least partially to the way it was previously, either 
by removing inserted code or by restoring removed code. 
We call such backward moves backtracking. Besides direct-
ly helping programmers remove unwanted edits, we claim 
that programmers will feel more comfortable exploring if 
they know they have effective tools for backtracking. 

The Natural Programming Project [24] tries to make pro-
gramming easier by making it more natural, by which we 
mean closer to the way people think about their tasks. One 
way to define programming is the process of transforming a 
mental plan into one that is compatible with the computer 
[14]. The closer the programming language is to the devel-
oper’s original plan, the easier this refinement process will 
be [12]. We have adapted a variety of HCI techniques to 
help understand and evaluate how developers program and 
use novel and conventional development tools, including 
Contextual Inquiry field studies [19], surveys [25], heuristic 
analysis and cognitive walkthrough [10], lab usability stu-
dies [9], paper prototyping [20], and A vs. B user studies 
[17].  

Over the years, a number of our tools have particularly fo-
cused on the issue of creativity, especially as it relates to 
professional programmers and also “end-user program-
mers” (EUPs) [15], who are people who program in order 
to achieve some goal other than the programming itself, for 
example, interaction designers testing out an idea. Pro-
grammers and interaction designers often need to be crea-
tive, and it would be useful to have a way to measure the 
extent to which their development tools enable creativity. 
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Current measures of creativity that we have used are all 
indirect – measuring other things that may be said to corre-
late with creative behavior. For example, in an early paper, 
we measured the number of different designs that users 
were able to create [18], and recently we have proposed that 
measuring how quickly users can move from one design to 
another would correlate with the success of the creativity 
support. However, it would certainly be useful to have a 
more direct measure of the level of creativity supported by 
our tools. For example, we might compare our AZURITE 
tool (see below) with a “preview” system in graphical edit-
ing tasks [34] or examine the tools with “sketch” like inte-
ractivity [35]. 

OVERVIEW OF OUR CREATIVITY SUPPORT TOOLS 

Authoring 
We have worked on many different kinds of authoring tools 
that can be considered “creativity support environments” 
(CSEs), at least for professional programmers and EUPs. 
For example, we developed many interactive tools to enable 
user interfaces to be created with little or no programming 
by user interface specialists. Some examples are Peridot 
[22] for creating controls (widgets like menus and scroll 
bars), Gamut [21] for defining behaviors by example, Silk 
[18] for sketching interfaces and having them automatically 
converted into code, HANDS [29] which is a novel pro-
gramming language for kids, and Citrus [16] which is a 
toolkit for creating user interfaces for structured data.  

Our current project for authoring is called EUCLASE, and is 
based on research on how interaction designers naturally 

express user interface behaviors, such as how the objects on 
the screen respond to the user [30]. We also studied how 
designers collaborate and express their ideas [28]. We then 
used these results to create a new JavaScript toolkit for 
creating interactive behaviors for the web, called Con-
straintJS, which supports constraints combined with state 
diagrams [27]. Now, we are working on an interactive tool 
which combines a spreadsheet-like user interface with state 
diagrams, which we feel will enable interaction designers to 
more easily (and creatively) be able to author interactive 
behaviors themselves [26]. 

Backtracking 
There is a large body of work and many research and com-
mercial tools directed at making it easier for people to move 
forward from their ideas to designs to implementations, but 
there is surprisingly little support for directly helping 
people explore multiple variations (besides sketching on 
paper [4]). In particular, very little is available to help to-
day’s developers backtrack, even though developers report 
that backtracking is often required [36]. For example, mod-
ern integrated development environments (IDEs) do not 
utilize any of the sophisticated undo mechanisms that have 
been investigated through the years (e.g., [1, 5, 7, 23]), and 
only provide a simple linear undo model. As a result, de-
velopers cannot easily undo the changes that they made 
some time ago, or changes that are interleaved with edits 
that are still desired, but only can undo the most recent 
changes in the command history. Also, when the developer 
undoes several steps backwards and makes a new change 
from that point, all the previously undone commands are 

 
Figure 1: The current interface of AZURITE for the Eclipse IDE. The top window is the Eclipse code view, and the bottom 

timeline visualization shows insert (green), delete (red) and replace (blue) operations for each of the files. A vertical gray line 
divides the two consecutive editing sessions. The yellow vertical line at the right shows the current time. The user can select 
certain operations (here shown with a yellow outline), either by clicking on them, or querying in the code window for all the 

operations affecting a range of code, and then can selectively undo only those operations. 
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discarded and cannot be redone, because the undo model 
only keeps a linear list instead of a command history tree. 
In our previous survey [36], programmers reported that they 
use undo mostly to remove typos or repair minor mistakes 
in the very last edits made. Another possible way to back-
track is to use a Version Control System (VCS), but this is 
not always adequate: it only works if the user thought to 
commit the desired version, which may not always be the 
case, and it is often too heavy-weight for small experiments. 
Furthermore, if the user has made edits that need to be re-
tained mixed in with the edits to be backtracked, neither 
linear undo nor version control can be used. 

We are developing a plug-in called AZURITE for the Eclipse 
IDE, which enables users to more easily backtrack (see 
Figure 1). It allows users to perform selective undo of only 
the desired operations, so users can choose exactly which 
operations should be undone. We address two main prob-
lems of providing selective undo in the context of text edit-
ing of code: first, we provide a way to deal with conflicts 
when a later edit overlaps an earlier one, and to effectively 
ask the user’s intent when the conflicts cannot be resolved 
automatically. Second, we provide a novel way for users to 
find the operations they want to undo using a timeline visu-
alization of the code editing history (see Figure 1). In addi-
tion, unlike other existing undo models, our selective undo 
model allows users to select multiple edit operations at the 
same time, which is very effective at minimizing the occur-
rence of unresolvable conflicts.  

Although the timeline visualization provides a way to select 
multiple operations, it becomes difficult to manually select 
the right operations to undo as the history gets bigger. 
Therefore, we are working on a sophisticated search me-
chanism to allow users to easily find the operations that 
they want to undo using whatever they remember about 
those operations. We already support what we found to be 
the most desired operation [36]: users can search for all 
edits performed on a particular area of code, and undo 
them. We also allow users to find code which used to exist 
but has subsequently been deleted. History search not only 
helps the users to select the right operations to undo, but 
also minimizes the irresolvable conflicts because the con-
ceptually-related edits are likely to be performed on the 
same area of code, and thus they usually have conflicts only 
among themselves. In the future, we propose to also support 
other interesting ways to search the history, including to 
find the times when a particular line, method, or class was 
edited; to find the last time the application compiled with-
out error or was run without raising an exception; to find 
when a particular editing operation was performed (e.g., “a 
refactor using Extract Superclass”); etc. 

Although currently implemented in the context of a code 
editor, AZURITE should be directly applicable for any text 
editor, such as Word or Pages. We feel that our backtrack-
ing ideas would also transfer to other kinds of editors as 
well, including design programs like Photoshop, Illustrator 

or even PowerPoint and Keynote, where users now need to 
backtrack but have little support.  

FUTURE EVALUATIONS 
We have been building and evaluating our research proto-
types iteratively, with evaluation results driving the design 
of future prototypes. Currently, the main focus of the evalu-
ations is whether the tools are usable by the intended au-
diences, and whether users are effective at performing the 
tasks we are attempting to support. These evaluations use 
conventional usability think-aloud and A vs. B lab studies. 
In the future, we plan to deploy our prototypes to under-
stand how they are used in practice.  

We would also like to measure the extent to which our pro-
totypes help users be more creative. With EUCLASE, we can 
measure whether it helps designers create novel interactive 
behaviors. With AZURITE, which records everything that 
users do, we can have a direct measure of how often people 
make alternative designs, and how often they backtrack. 
However, both of these are indirect measures, so we are 
interested in using other evaluation techniques and meas-
ures as well. 
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